Automated road network extraction from remote sensing imagery remains a significant challenge despite its importance in a broad array of applications. To this end, we leverage recent open source advances and the high quality SpaceNet dataset to explore road network extraction at scale, and approach we call City-scale Road Extraction from Satellite Imagery (CRESI). Specifically, we create an algorithm to extract road networks directly from imagery over city-scale regions, which can subsequently be used for routing purposes. We quantify the performance of our algorithm with the APLS and TOPO graph-theoretic metrics over a diverse 608 km 2 test area covering four cities. We find an aggregate score of APLS = 0.73, and a TOPO score of 0.58 (a significant improvement over existing methods). Inference speed is 160 km 2 / hour on modest hardware.
I. INTRODUCTION
Determining optimal routing paths in near real-time is at the heart of many humanitarian, civil, and commercial challenges. In the humanitarian realm, for example, traveling to disaster stricken areas can be problematic for relief organizations, particularly if flooding has destroyed bridges or submerged thoroughfares. Autonomous vehicle navigation is one of many examples on the commercial front, as self-driving cars rely heavily upon highly accurate road maps. Existing data collection methods such as manual road labeling or aggregation of mobile GPS tracks are currently insufficient to properly capture either underserved regions (due to infrequent data collection), or the dynamic changes inherent to road networks in rapidly changing environments. We believe the frequent revisits of satellite imaging constellations may accelerate existing efforts to quickly update road network and routing information. Yet while satellites in theory provide an optimal method to rapidly obtain relevant updates, most existing computer vision research methods for extracting information from satellite imagery are neither fully automated, nor able to extract routing information from imaging pixels.
Current approaches to road labeling are often manually intensive. Classical computer vision techniques such as thresholding and edge detectors are often very helpful in identifying rough outlines of roads, though usually require manual inspection and validation. In the commercial realm, projects such as Bing Maps and Google Maps have been very successful in developing road networks from overhead imagery, though such processes are still labor intensive, and proprietary.
On the open source side, OpenStreetMap (OSM) is an extensive data set built and curated by a community of mappers. It primarily consists of streets, but contains some building and point of interest labels as well. The OSM community developed a robust schema for roads, including the type of road (e.g., residential, highway, etc), as well as other metadata (e.g., speed limit). For many regions of the world, OSM road networks are remarkably complete, though in developing nations the networks are often poor. Regardless of region, OSM labels are often outdated due to dynamic road networks, or poorly registered with overhead imagery (i.e., labels are offset from the coordinate system of the imagery), see Figure 1 .
In dynamic scenarios (such as natural disasters) where timely high quality road network revisions are crucial, the manual and semi-automated techniques discussed above often fail to provide updates on the requisite sufficient timescale A fully automated approach to road network extraction therefore warrants investigation, and is explored in the following sections.
A. Existing Approaches and Datasets
Existing publicly available labeled overhead or satellite imagery datasets tend to be relatively small, or labeled with lower fidelity than desired for foundational mapping. For example, the ISPRS semantic labeling benchmark [1] dataset contains high quality 2D semantic labels over two cities in Germany and covers a compact area of 4.8 km 2 ; imagery is obtained via an aerial platform and is 3 or 4 channel and 5-10 cm in resolution. The TorontoCity Dataset [2] contains high resolution 5-10 cm aerial 4-channel imagery, and ∼ 700 km 2 of coverage; building and roads are labeled at high fidelity (among other items), but the data has yet to be publicly released. The Massachusetts Roads Dataset [3] contains 3-channel imagery at 1 meter resolution, and 2600 km 2 of coverage; the imagery and labels are publicly available, though labels are scraped from OpenStreetMap and not independently collected or validated. The large dataset size, higher resolution (0.3 meter resolution), and handlabeled and quality controlled labels of SpaceNet [4] provide a significant enhancement over current datasets and provide an opportunity for algorithm improvement.
Extracting road pixels in small image chips from aerial imagery has a rich history (e.g. [5] , [6] , [7] ). These algorithms generally use a segmentation + post-processing approach combined with lower resolution imagery (resolution ≥ 1 meter), and OpenStreetMap labels. Another interesting approach is the recent RoadTracer [8] paper, which used OSM labels and aimed to directly extract road networks from imagery without intermediate steps such as segmentation. While this approach is compelling, according to the authors it "struggled in areas where roads were close together" [9] and underperforms other techniques when applied to higher resolution data with dense labels.
B. DataSet
We use the SpaceNet 3 dataset, comprised of 30 cm World-View3 DigitalGlobe satellite imagery and attendant road centerline labels. Imagery covers 3000 square kilometers, and over 8000 km of roads are labeled [4] . Training images and labels are tiled into 1300 × 1300 pixel (≈ 400 m) chips.
II. NARROW-FIELD BASELINE ALGORITHM
We initially train and test an algorithm on the SpaceNet 1300 × 1300 pixel chips. Our approach is to combine recent work in satellite imagery semantic segmentation with improved post-processing techniques for road vector simplification. We begin with inferring a segmentation mask using convolutional neural networks (CNNs). We assume a road centerline halfwidth of 2m and create training masks using the raw imagery and SpaceNet GeoJSON road labels (see Figure 2 ). We create a binary road mask for each of the 2780 SpaceNet training image chips. To train our model we cast the training masks into a 2-layer stack consisting of source (road) and background.
We train a segmentation model inspired by the winning SpaceNet 3 algorithm [10] , and use a ResNet34 [11] encoder with a U-Net [12] inspired decoder. We include skip connections every layer of the network, with an Adam optimizer and Fig. 3 : Initial baseline algorithm. Left: Using road masks, we train a CNN segmentation algorithm to infer road masks from SpaceNet imagery. Left center: These outputs masks are then refined using standard techniques: thresholding, opening, closing, and smoothing. Right center: A skeleton is created from this refined mask (e.g.: sckit-image skeletonize [13] . Right: This skeleton is subsequently rendered into a graph structure with the sknw package [14] .
TABLE I: Baseline inference algorithm
Step Description 1
Apply the 4 trained segmentation models to test data 2
Merge these 4 predictions into a total road mask 3
Clean road mask with opening, closing, smoothing 4
Skeletonize road mask with scikit-image.skelotonize 5
Extract graph from skeleton with sknw 6
Remove spurious edges and close small gaps in graph a custom loss function of:
where 'BCE' is binary cross entropy, and 'Dice' is the Dice coefficient. 3-band RGB SpaceNet training data is split into four folds (1 fold is a unique combination of 75% train + 25% validation) and training occurs for 30 epochs. At inference time the 4 models from the 4 folds are merged by mean to give the final road mask prediction. These road mask predictions are then refined into road vectors via the process described in Figure 3 .
We also attempt to close small gaps and remove spurious connections not already corrected by the opening and closing procedures. As such, we remove disconnected subgraphs with an integrated path length of less than 80 meters. We also follow [10] and remove terminal vertices if it lies on an edge less than 10 pixels in length, and connect terminal vertices if the distance to the nearest non-connected node is less than 20 pixels. The final narrow-field baseline algorithm consists of the steps detailed in Table I ; an example result is displayed in Figure 4 .
III. EVALUATION METRICS
Historically, pixel-based metrics (such as F1 score) have been used to assess the quality of road proposals, though such metrics are suboptimal for a number of reasons (see [4] for further discussion). Accordingly, we use the graphtheoretic Average Path Length Similarity (APLS) and map topology (TOPO) [15] metrics that were created to measure similarity between ground truth and proposal road graphs.
A. APLS Metric
To measure the difference between ground truth and proposal graphs, the APLS [4] metric sums the differences Shortest path between source (green) and target (red) node in the ground truth graph is shown in yellow, with a path length of ≈ 948 meters. Right: Shortest path between source and target node in the proposal graph with 30 edges removed, with a path length of ≈ 1027 meters; this difference in length forms the basis for the metric [4] .
in optimal path lengths between nodes in the ground truth graph G and the proposal graph G', with missing paths in the graph assigned a score of 0. The APLS metric scales from 0 (poor) to 1 (perfect). Missing nodes of high centrality will be penalized much more heavily by the APLS metric than missing nodes of low centrality. In essence, APLS measures the optimal routes between nodes of interest, so in our effort to determine optimal routes directly from imagery, this metric provides a good measure of success.
B. TOPO Metric
The TOPO metric [15] is an alternative metric for computing road graph similarity. TOPO compares the nodes that can be reached within a small local vicinity of a number of seed nodes, categorizing proposal nodes as true positives, false positives, or false negatives depending on whether they fall within a buffer region (referred t to as the "hole size"). By design, this metric evaluates local subgraphs in a small subregion (∼ 300 meters in extent), and relies upon physical geometry. Connections between greatly disparate points (> 300 meters apart) are not measured.
IV. COMPARISON WITH OSM
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a great crowd-sourced resource curated by a community of volunteers, and consists primarily of hand-drawn road labels. Though OSM is a great resource, it is incomplete in many areas (see Figure 1 ).
As a means of comparison between OSM and SpaceNet labels, we use our baseline algorithm to train two models on SpaceNet imagery. One model uses ground truth masks rendered from OSM labels, while the other model uses the exact same algorithm, but uses ground truth segmentation masks rendered from SpaceNet labels. Table II displays APLS scores computed over the 400 m Las Vegas test chips, and demonstrates that the model trained and tested on SpaceNet labels is far superior to other combinations, with a ≈ 60 − 90% improvement. This is likely due in part to the the more uniform labeling schema and validation procedures adopted by the SpaceNet labeling team. Figure 6 illustrates the difference between predictions returned by the OSM and SpaceNet models.
V. SCALING TO LARGE IMAGES
The process detailed in Section II works well for small input images below ∼ 2000 × 2000 pixels in extent, yet fails for images larger than this due to a saturation of GPU memory. For example, even for a relatively simple architecture such as U-Net, typical GPU hardware (NVIDIA Titan X GPU with 12 GB memory) will saturate for images > 2000 × 2000 pixels in extent and reasonable batch sizes ≥ 4. In this section we describe a straightforward methodology for scaling up the algorithm to larger images. We call this approach City-scale Road Extraction from Satellite Imagery (CRESI). The first step in this methodology provided by the Broad Area Satellite Imagery Semantic Segmentation (BASISS) [16] methodology; this approach is outlined in Figure 7 , and returns a road pixel mask for a large test image.
We take this scaled road mask and apply Steps 3-6 of Table I to retrieve the final road network prediction. The final algorithm is given by Table III . The output of the CRESI algorithm is a networkx [17] graph structure, with full access to the many algorithms included in the networkx package.
TABLE III: CRESI Inference Algorithm
Step Description   1 Split large test image into smaller windows 2
Apply the 4 trained models to each window 3
For each window, merge the 4 predictions 4
Build the total normalized road mask 5
Clean road mask with opening, closing, smoothing 6
Skeletonize road mask 7
Extract graph from skeleton 8
Remove spurious edges and close small gaps in graph
VI. LARGE AREA TEST DATA
We extract test images from all four of the SpaceNet cities with road labels: Las Vegas, Khartoum, Paris, and Shanghai. As the labeled SpaceNet regions are non-contiguous and irregularly shaped (see Figure 8 ), we define rectangular subregions of the images where labels do exist within the entirety of the region. The SpaceNet road labels in these regions form our ground truth, while the images serve as input to our trained model. The regions are defined in Table  IV . 
VII. RESULTS
We apply the CRESI algorithm described in Table III to the test images of Section VI. Evaluation takes place with the APLS metric adapted for large images (no midpoints along edges and a maximum of 500 random control nodes), along with the TOPO metric, using an aggressive buffer size (for APLS) or hole size (for TOPO) of 4 meters. We report scores in Table V as the weighted (by road length) mean and standard deviation of the test regions of Table IV. Figure 9 displays the graph output of the algorithm. Since the algorithm output is a networkx graph structure, myriad graph algorithms can by easily applied. In addition, since we retain geographic information throughout the graph creation process, we can overlay the graph nodes and edges on the original GeoTIFF that we input into our model. Figures 10 and 11 display portion of Las Vegas and Paris, respectively, overlaid with the inferred road network. Figure  11 demonstrates that road network extraction is possible even for atypical lighting conditions and off-nadir observation angles, and also that CRESI lends itself to optimal routing in complex road systems.
A. Comparison to Previous Work
The total TOPO score of 0.58 compares favorably with the RoadTracer implementation, which reports an F1 score of ≈ 0.43 for a larger (less restrictive) TOPO hole size, or a TOPO F1 score of ≈ 0.37 for the DeepRoadMapper implementation ( Figure 8 of [8] ). The RoadTracer work used OSM labels and 0.6 m resolution aerial imagery. To perform a more direct comparison to this work, we degrade imagery to 0.6 m resolution and train a new model; we also adopt a TOPO hole size of 12 meters to compare directly with the RoadTracer TOPO scores. With the model trained (and tested) on 0.6 m data we observe a decrease of 14% in the APLS score, to 0.63 ± 0.22. The TOPO score actually rises slightly to 0.60 ± 0.22 due to the less stringent hole size. This TOPO score represents a 40% improvement over the RoadTracer implementation, though we caveat that testing and training is still on different cities for CRESI and RoadTracer, and SpaceNet labels were shown in Section IV to provide a significant improvement over OSM labels (which RoadTracer uses). A direct comparison between these methods is reserved for a later work.
B. Inference Speed
Inference code has not been optimized for speed, but even so inference runs at a rate of 160 km 2 (approximately the area of Washington D.C.) per hour on a single GPU 
VIII. CONCLUSION
Optimized routing is crucial to a number of challenges, from humanitarian to military. Satellite imagery may aid greatly in determining efficient routes, particularly in cases of natural disasters or other dynamic events where the high revisit rate of satellites may be able to provide updates far faster than terrestrial methods.
In this paper we demonstrated methods to extract cityscale road networks directly from remote sensing imagery. GPU memory limitations constrain segmentation algorithms to inspect images of size ∼ 2000 × 2000 pixels in extent, yet any eventual application of road inference must be able to process images far larger than a mere ∼ 600 × 600 meters in extent. Accordingly, we demonstrate methods to infer road networks for input images of arbitrary size. This is accomplished via a multi-step algorithm that segments small image chips, extracts a graph skeleton, refines nodes and edges, and stitches chipped predictions together to yield a final large road network graph. Measuring performance with the APLS graph theoretic metric, we observe superior performance for models trained and tested on SpaceNet data over OSM data. Over four SpaceNet test cities, we achieve a total score of APLS = 0.73±0.12, and inference speed of 160 km 2 / hour. The TOPO scores are a significant improvement over existing methods, partly due to the higher fidelity labels provided by SpaceNet over OSM. High fidelity road networks are key to optimized routing and intelligent transportation systems, and this paper demonstrates one method for extracting such road networks in resource starved or dynamic environments.
